
 

Echo : Thank you for reaching out to us here at AT&T. My name is Echo. I'll be happy to help! 

Echo : A pleasant morning, Jason 

Echo : How may I help you? 

Me : Hi Echo, sorry, I got kicked out for a minute for some reason 

Me : I'm looking for some discounts or special offers on my DirecTV bill. I've been a customer since xxxx, and my recent 
special offer of $50 off/month just expired. 

Me : I'm willing to sign up for another 1 or 2 year contract, if that helps me save some money 

Echo : I see. Thank you for that information, Jason. I'll go ahead and pull up your account information to help you with this. 

Me : Great, thank you 

Echo : You're welcome! Jason, I have here your account pulled up and upon checking here, it seems that the current 
package you have is running out of promotions that we could add and if we will stay with the package we could lower it down 
to $102.12 per month. However, there is still an another option is to check to another package which still have the channels 
that you usually watch. 

Echo : What would be the best case scenario for you? 

Me : We can check another package, but I think we have the lowest one that contains all of the channels we watch. Can you 
tell me what channels we would lose if we drop down a level? 

Echo : Jason, for me to be able to check on this for you. May I know what are those channels that you and your family are 
fond of watching? 

Me : ESPN, SEC Network, Big 10 Network, TNT, TBS, Discovery 

Me : Also AMC, A&E 

Echo : Awesome! Thank you for letting me know. How about the premium add on channels that charges you a total of 
$27.99 the HBO and Showtime? 

Me : Yes, we still watch those quite a bit 

Echo : Awesome! Upon checking here, we could switch to Entertainment package as it shows here that all the channels that 
you mentioned is still part on this package which will make the bill down to $87.99 per month. Will that work for you? 

Me : Can you give me a couple minutes to check the channel listing for that package? 

Echo : Yes, Jason. I'll be here. 

Me : Thank you. Be right back 

Me : It looks like Entertainment package doesn't include Big Ten Network, ESPNU, or ESPN News 

Echo : Jason, I forgot to mention currently AT&T is offering all the Sports Network to every package AT&T offers 

Me : Oh really? At no extra cost? 

Echo : You are totally right. 

Me : How long will that offer last? 

Echo : That is good for 12mos, Jason 

Me : Okay, great! Let's switch to Entertainment then 

Echo : Awesome! I'll go ahead and process this for you. While working if there's anything else that you would like to discuss, 
just let me know. 

Me : Actually, can you tell me the total cost of the Entertainment package plus everything else I have currently? 
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Me : HBO, Showtime, advanced receiver x 2, hole home DVR service, etc 

Me : *whole home... 

Echo : Yes, that is it the overall total for the Enterntainment is $87.99 per month. 

Me : Sorry, just to confirm, Entertainment plus HBO, Showtime, and all additional HD/DVR/extra receiver charges comes to 
$87.99 per month total? 

Echo : That is correct, Jason. 

Me : Fantastic! Let's do it! 

Echo : Alright! I've already done processing on this for you. Expect that this will take effect immidiately within today and 
expect that there will be prorated credits that will reflect on your next bill and moving forward it will go back to its normal bill. 

Me : Perfect! 

Me : Besides the sports package discount, are there other discounts included on this that will expire at some point? I like to 
know when my bill might go up... 

Echo : One moment, let me check 

Echo : Jason, as per checking here, expect 5mos from now there is a $15 promotion that will expire 

Me : Got it, thank you 

Echo : You're welcome! Aside from this, would there be anything else that I may help you with? 

Me : No, you've been very helpful. I appreciate your help so much! 
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